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The DoE aptly refers to the CCT legislation as

"biting" when it is imposed on a service.

Since 1988, CCT has bitten:

• Refuse collection
• Street cleansing
• Catering and welfare catering
• Grounds maintenance
• Vehicle maintenance
• Building cleaning
• Sports &: Leisure Management

The government is currently planning for CCT to bite on:

• Housing Management
• Architectural services
• Engineering services
• Property management services
• Legal services
• Computing services
• Corporate &: Administrative services
• Financial services
• Personnel services
• Home-to-school transport
• Vehicle Fleet Management
• Security Services for buildings
• Management of theatre &: arts facilities
• Library support services
• Parking services

The maintenance of fire service vehicles is to be subjected to market
testing, while fire authorities are already part of the existing CCT regime,
CCT is also set to bite on police support services such as cleaning and

vehicle maintenance under current plans. However, as part of the review
and re-organisation of the police service, recent leaked documents identi-
fy a further twenty four functions - similar to those in local government -
which the Home Office thinks suitable for "civilianisation" and subse-
quent compulsory competitive tendering.
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1.
Introduction

Competition and privatisation are
at the core of the government's phi-
losophy, embracing economic,
social and employment objectives.

Compulsory Competitive Tendering
(CCT) is a key part of the govern-
ment's attack on local government,
imposed on a number of services
through the Local Government Act
1988.
The UK is the only European

country where tendering of local
government services is enforced by
law. Although European examples of
privatisation and contracting exist,
there are fundamental differences:-
• Democratic authorities choose

that course of action.
• Local authorities in Europe

can build social provisions into con-
tracts, to ensure that reasonable
social objectives are met even where
private firms do the job. In the UK
this is specifically outlawed.
• Where contractors are used on

the continent, they often work
alongside direct labour which is not
subject to competition, to measure
value for public money.
In the UK, CCT has changed the

way local councils function and the
type of services they can provide. It
has had severe implications for the

staff that were employed to provide
those services.
Under CCT, direct labour has

won the vast majority of work
despite the use of ministerial power
::and now regulations - designed to
assist privatisation.
But who wins is only part of the

story. The effects on local govern-
ment, services and employment
have still been there where the
council wins the work. It is the
process of competition which has
wrought the changes and done the
damage.
CCT has been a springboard for

the further fragmentation and
diminution of local government - in
community care, education, and
housing. It is now being extended to
more services, and the contracting
and competition culture is spread-
ing. With that culture has come:
• the undermining of employ-

ment conditions, often amongst staff
already low paid;
• greater control over local ser-

vices by bureaucrats rather than
politicians, and greater secrecy;
• much greater control by the

government of local services;
• the treatment of local people

as mere consumers of services,
rather than citizens who are part of
a democracy.
The government makes great

claims about what CCT has
achieved. Yetoften those claims are
incorrect, or exaggerated.
The impact of CCT is widespread

and as part of the debate on the
future of public services, a critique
of the CCT experience so far must
be at the forefront.
This pamphlet looks at the key

issues.



Restructuring

public services

ceT is an integral part oCthe gov-
ernment's strategy to restructure
state-provided services. The ele-
ments of this strategy for local gov-
ernment include:

• Privatisation and competition,
including the sale of DSOs; with-
drawal of local government responsi ..
bilities for Polytechnics, Further
Education Colleges; and the transfer
of responsibilities to Urban
Development Corporations, Training
and Enterprise Councils, and
Housing Associations.

• Contracting out of key services
and the. setting up of internal mar-
kets.

• Centralisation and government
control through increased ministerial
power and detailed regulations.

• Reduction in democratic control
over service provision.

• Increased power to managers at
the expense of elected members and
employees.

'Management has become both more

poweiful and formal' (1)

• Claims for increased rights to ser-
vice users through the Citizen's
Charters which in practice are
extremely limited.

2.
CCT: Changing

local government

ceT has been a driving force for
major changes in the organisation
of services in local government.

'The impact of competition has

reached far beyond the Direct Service

Organisations (DSOs) themselves to

the management of authorities, both at

officer and member level'(2)

Contract culture

A contract culture has grown along-
side eeT in many local authorities.
It includes tendering, f a wide range
of services, the division of all ser-
vices into client-contractor roles,
and the creation of internal markets
in which departments trade with
each other on a contract basis.
'One recurring feature of CCT in

refuse collection is the deterioration of

clientiDSO relationships. There is
ample evidence of situations where

staff have worked happily together

prior to the contractor/client separa-

tion, only to find themselves in conflict

once the 'Chinese Walls' are in place.'

(2)
The eeT legislation has sought

to force local authorities into split-
ting service departments into two
distinct roles - client and contractor.
This involves:



• Management by contract with
the result that in a climate of finan-
cial stringency the contractor side
delivering the service is permanent-
1yunder financial pressure.
• A separation between the

client side which decides on stan-
dards and budgets and the contrac-
tor side which includes those who
understand the service and its costs
and are committed to high standards
of provision.
• The separation of budgeting

and service responsibility from
responsibility for recruiting and
employing staff, making it easier for
cuts to be made without concern for
the consequences.

A step towards privatisation
The client/contractor split also
encourages the possibility for more
privatisation:
• Through the sale of DSOs to

the private sector.
• Through management buyouts

involving the transfer of council
staff to the private sector.
• By reducing the possibility of

the DSO successfully bidding for the
work.
• By promoting commercialisa-

tion - with business values being
adopted in place of public service
principles.
• By creating greater uncertainty

amongst staff and users. This
divides the workforce and weakens
the organisation of direct services.
• By trying to make councils

take a neutral view of whether ser-
vices are provided in-house, and
consequently whether to make
existing staff redundant.
'The client role is no different
whether the work is carried out by an

,

external contractor or an authority's

own DSO' (3)

Ministers have even suggested
that it may be anti-competitive for
councils to express the hope that
services are retained in-house, as it
may deter private firms (Robin
Squire, Local Government Minister
in a speech to Pulse, 1992).

Re-organising services

In a climate of competition, many
local authorities are re-organising
services into business units with
trading accounts, performance crite-
ria and business planning tech-
niques.
eeT has been used as a manage-

ment tool to re-organise services.
But they have not been re-organised
in response to the needs of users or
with the aim of improving stan-
dards, but to satisfy competition
requirements and declining budgets,

This has also been true in the
NHS with re-organisation of services
into purchaser/ provider functions
and the employment of an increas-
ing number of administrators to
implement the changes, and negoti-
ate internal contracts,
Responding to government plans

in 1992 to extend eeT and establish
an internal market, even the Audit
eommission said the proposal 'runs
the risk of producing a system
which is both bureaucratic and
unwieldy, difficult to administer and
maintain, and which gives rise to
substantial costs far exceeding the
benefits',
Re-organisation has created com-

plexity and confusion for the public
and led to increased alienation for
users. Many councils have even
changed the name of their service



departments to make them appear
like private companies. Privatisation
and client/contractor splits make
local authority complaints proce-
dures unwieldy and largely inappro-
priate.
eompetition does not give choice

to individual users. Once a contract
has been awarded under the eeT
requirements, the chances for users
to influence that contract are min-
imised for several years, until the
contract is put out to tender again.

Loss of democratic control

'We could do all our contracting activ-

ities with no political profile' (5).

The government is encouraging a
position where officers rather than
councillors control local services.
The 'enabling' scenario associated
with eeT is leading to a deepening
split between strategic policy mak-
ing and policy implementation,
widening the gap between council-
lors and the local people they serve.
The underlying purpose of eeT

is far removed from enhancing
democracy. The contract culture
encouraged by eeT leads to deci-
sion making being done by increas-
ingly unaccountable committees and
small groups of councillors and offi-
cers.
This was confirmed in an assess-

ment of the involvement of elected
members in the latest DoE report
which concluded: 'Member involve-
ment in the continued management of

competition was limited, and member

involvement overall, therefore, declin-

ing.' (1)
Elected councillors are under-

mined by eeT:-
• The complexity of the contract

culture and competition process

involving detailed timescales and
technical jargon make the overall
issues of eeT hard to grasp or influ-
ence for many elected members.
• Under eeT contracts, coun-

cillors are limited to scrutinising
performance as a 'client' to a con-
tract, which distances them from
issues of cost and employment.
• Increasingly detailed

Government regulations on eeT
give councillors less and less free-
dom to decide on the most appro-
priate options for the service.
Indeed, regulations now dictate

what benefits a council has to
assume it will achieve from privati-
sation, irrespective of the facts. The
eeT regime requires councils to fol-
low the DoE's view of fair competi-
tion, however perverse, first and
think of the best deal for local peo-
ple second.
• The outlawing of contract

compliance and other political and
social objectives from the competi-
tion process has limited attempts by
councillors to adopt alternatives to
the rigid requirements of eeT and
its consequences for staff, services,
and local people.
• The fear of challenge for 'anti-

competitiveness' by the DoE has led
to a more fragmented committee
structure, which makes it harder to
take a corporate view, and panders
to the worst elements of the com-
mittee system.
• Under new government 'guid-

ance', councillors are expected to
declare an interest - as if it were a
'private or personal' matter, when
eeT issues are discussed in com-
mittee, if they are responsible as a
councillor for the DSO bid.
In many authorities, eeT poli-



cies are now decided behind closed
doors. Many items are excluded
from committee reports and there is
an increasing level of decision mak-
ing outside council committees.
This makes a mockery of the
Citizen's eharter and the scope for
influencing council-decision making
on eeT.
'The development of competition has

significantly shifted power to the man-

agers' (1).

Losing in-house service

expertise

One of the most damaging results of
eeT and privatisation of local
authority services is the loss of in-
house provision and therefore,
knowledge and experience of ser-
vices:
• Direct labour will always be

more committed to the service and
the council's interests than a private
company.
• Under eeT the providers of

the service lose the potential for
planning and developing services.
• Increasingly, contract man-

agers are being employed with no
service skill or detailed local govern-
ment experience.
• The trend towards casualisa-

tion of employment and cuts in pay
and conditions in both DSOs and
the private sector has also resulted
in the loss of experienced staff.
• The separation of client and

contractor functions results in
diminished understanding of the
needs and demands for resources for
particular services.

market mechanisms will result in
improved standards and better value
for money.

'We will obtain better value for

money and higher quality services'

(Michael Heseltine, Secretary of
State for Environment, January
1992).
But the actual competition for

many services has been in little evi-
dence.
The Audit eommission blames

councils for lack of competition and
claims that there should have been
more savings made from competi-
tion. These sweeping assumptions
have been made with little effort to
understand the nature of the compe-
tition and the state of the market in
which DSOs are being forced to
compete.
In London, the weakness of the

market has led to suspicions, based
on an analysis of bidding patterns,
that some private contractors in
grounds maintenance are colluding
in the making of bids and their pric-
ing. These suspicions are fortified by
the findings of the Office of Fair
Trading over tendering for contracts
from the Property Services Agency.
In some sectors there is little

competition because private con-
tractors have other interests or do
not have the experience and organi-
sational ability to move into the
local government sector.
In some local authorities, work

has been packaged in favour of the
private sector and repackaged where
interest from the private sector has
been thin on the ground.
In Wandsworth, for example, the

council refused to accept a bid from
the DSO for the school cleaning ser-
vice, even though it was the only

The myth of competition

Those who favour eeT believe that
competition is beneficial and that



one made for the contract. This
refusal was made even though the
cleaners had agreed a package of
cuts to present a lower bid. Rather
than accept the in-house bid which
would have saved the council nearly
£lm a year, the council decided to
re-run the tendering process with a
changed contract. 'Current cleaning
wage rates used by contractors are

significantly below the figure used by

the officers proposing the in-house

bid...For these reasons, retendering is
recommended' (4). The council's wish
to extract more cuts resulted in four
different contractors being
employed to run the service and
nearly 400 cleaners being made
redundant by the council.
In many cases since 1988, the

private sector showed no interest in
local authority contracts, and even
where they did, pulled out prior to
the tender stage. On average, only
one in four initial expressions of
interest leads to a formal bid for the
work 0). In education catering and
leisure management, over half the
work so far has been awarded with-
out competition.
This has been confirmed in the

latest study published by the DoE
(1) which showed that overall there
were four expressions of interest per
contract in their case study authori-
ties, but on average only 0.96 exter-
nal bids per contract. No external
bids were made in 35 per cent of the
cases under eeT.
The nature of private sector com-

petition can fluctuate and this is
particularly important in some sec-
tors where company takeovers and
mergers result in changes in owner-
ship of contractors running priva-
tised services.

The corporate strategies of
national and international compa-
nies seeking to expand their public
sector markets can create uncertain-
ties for councils who may be unsure
about who will be running the ser-
vice in the future.



3.
Savings: a
selective view

eompulsory Competitive
Tendering was imposed at a time
when the government was intent
on reducing local government
expenditure and increasing its con-
trol over the way in which councils
spend their resources.

Some of the manual services sub-
jected to eeT since 1988 (such as
building cleaning and catering) are
not high profile services and have
been easy targets for cuts. They also
employed large numbers of part-
time women employees who were
poorly organised and vulnerable to
the impact of the legislation.
In a 1992 Industrial Tribunal case

involving North Yorkshire, the
council argued that it could cut
school meals workers' pay because
family commitments and the local
rural economy would force them to
accept worse conditions, rather than
give up a job.

A mechanism for making

cuts

By the end of 1992 nearly £2bn.
worth of local government work was
operating under contract (3).
The scale of eeT has been car-

ried out in the context of declining
local authority budgets. eutting

costs has meant cutting services
and, since 1988, budget-led eeT
has been the most common form of
cost-cutting in manual services, This
has led to severe problems for many
DSOswhich have been awarded
contracts and led to the privatisation
of 32 per cent of contracts (17 per
cent by value) with awards being
made to the lowest cost bid in virtu-
ally every case.

'Competition clearly has very dif-

ferent effects in different authorities.

In those cases, for example, where

there had already been Significant

attempts to make cost reductions and

increase efficiency, there was little

future cost reduction to be made, and

competitive tendering might increase

costs. In other cases the financial cuts

and competition interacted strongly;

cost reductions had been made, but

they resulted not from competition but

from the fact that the authority had to

cut costs to meet budget targets.' (1),
In other words eeT has facilitat-

ed cuts in expenditure. Without the
eeT process it would have been
much harder for councils to make
such drastic changes to services to
meet government spending targets.

Mythical 'savings'

The ideology behind eeT assumes
that tendering directly results in
major financial savings. Government
ministers continually talk about
massive savings - figures which are
never backed up by evidence.

'Buying in from a contractor gener-

ally means as good or better quality

services at substantially less cost. It is
common for savings of 25 to 30 per
cent to be achieved' (6).

• There is little proof that sav-
ings result from eeT itself. There



Establishing the real

costs of tendering

The costs of tendering which
need to be taken into account in
any proper overall analysis of
contracting include a detailed
assessment of the costs of staff
and other resources spent on:

• organising the contractual
process
• the separation into client

and contractor functions
• capital investment in sys-

tems and accommodation for
managing CCT
• recruitment into new jobs

at senior level
• financial and administra-

tive arrangements
• preparation of the specifi-

cation
• reviewing the .service for

CCT
• cost of management con-

sultants and other advisers
• cost of any joint trade

union and management work-
ing arrangements
• costs of the tendering

process itself, including adver-
tising, processing the tenders,
tender evaluation and contract
monitoring.

These costs must be set
against any savings that CCT is
designed to achieve.

have been no comprehensive studies
showing that services have been
maintained to the same standards as
prior to eeT but at a lower cost.
• In addition, the savings claims

connected with eeT are not purely
the result of the competition
process, but are a direct result of
budget-led tendering, reduced coun-
cil budgets and cuts in many front-
line services.

'Most of the savings from contract-

ing out arise because contractors offer

poorer conditions of employment' (7).
• Several independent research

studies show that competition does
not necessarily result in improve-
ments in value for money.
Research by the eentre for Public

Services (8) revealed that the first
round of tendering following the
Local Government Act 1988 result-
ed in ' savings' worth 6.6per cent of
the total contract value, taking into
account the costs of tendering.
These savings were often not the
result of eeT, but were linked to
reduced council budgets and lower
quality services, reductions in num-
bers employed, and inferior terms
and conditions of employment.
• The gap between government

claims and reality was further con-
firmed by a study of manual services
carried out by INLOGOV for the
DoE (9). The report stated that the
survey showed an overall reduction
in cost of about six to seven per cent
after introducing competitive ten-
dering. The 'savings' figure emanat-
ed from interviews with local
authority staff and private contrac-
tors in 40 authorities and did not
include the full costs to local
authorities of preparing for eeT.
A follow up survey published in



1993 showed a cost reduction of 6.5
per cent (1). The range of change
was very wide in the authorities.
There was a reduction in cost fol-
lowing competition in 64 per cent of
the cases and an increase in 24 per
cent of cases. In 12 per cent of the
cases there was no change at all. The
study found that the services in
which the greatest reduction in costs
were made were refuse collection,
building cleaning and grounds
maintenance.
However, these figures overesti-

mate savings since they do not
include the full costs of re-organis-
ing the service and officer time
preparing for eeT.
Research by the London Business

School (10) claimed that 'direct unit
costs' on refuse collection contracts
have fallen by 27 per cent since
1988. But the report also stated that
'Allowing for administrative and mon-

itoring costs, as well as gaps in the

data, costs appear to have fallen by

between 10 and 20 per cent'.
The report identifies wide dis-

crepancies between local authorities;
in one in ten authorities costs rose
in real terms, whilst in one in five
authorities costs fell by over 40 per
cent. The report does not provide
any real proof that the savings are a
direct result of the competition
process itself. Their conclusion that
the largest cost savings have arisen
in the largest authorities, predomi-
nantly metropolitan districts, points
as much to the severe financial cuts
suffered by these authorities as to
economies of scale or eeT itself.

Looking at half the picture

Many of the savings figures are fun-
damentally flawed because they do

not take account of:
• Accurate figures on the costs of

eeT, and include underestimates of
the client-side costs and monitoring.
• Increases in actual tender

prices. Tender prices are often
altered following variations to the
contract and post-tender negotia-
tions. Post-tender negotiations tend
to occur when a contract has been
awarded and the contractor argues
then that it cannot meet the specifi-
cation.
• The difference between out-

turn figures and initial estimates
which can vary widely. In the DoE
study (1), out of a total of 88 obser-
vations, 40 showed an increase
between estimate and outturn, 36 a
decrease and in only 12 cases no dif-
ference. The only plausible reasons
for outturn prices being lower than
tenders are cuts in the service and
deductions for failures.
eontradictory and unsubstantiat-

ed evidence on financial savings
associated with eeT means that
savings claims should be treated
with caution. The real value of any
of the savings figures used by advo-
cates of eeT must be challenged.
The use of averages by the gov-

ernment supports the view that cut-
ting public spending is their major
consideration. But averages are not
what the individual authorities or
service users experience. They pay
for whatever the market demands
for that contract, even if it is a sub-
stantial increase.

Costs of tendering

eeT is costly and time consuming.
The government and many local
authorities fail to take into account
these costs when making estimates
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of 'savings' and other 'benefits' from
competition.
The resources allocated to carry-

ing out eeT in many authorities
have been very high in proportion to
the cost of the contracts. The eentre
for Public Services estimated that in
the first year of eeT, the cost of ten-
dering 448 contracts was £41m (8).
This figure excluded the cost of
management consultants who are
increasingly employed by local
authorities to assist with the eeT
process.
The total cost of tendering the

seven defined services between 1989
and 1993 is estimated to be £325m
(19).
The DoE report published in

1993 (1) concluded that the average
cost of preparation for competition
was 7.5 per cent of the first year
costs, and about 1.8 per cent of the
total contract value.
However, the report also states

that since information was partial,
the costs of preparation are likely to
be underestimated as it is identifi-
able costs that tend to be cited. The
general costs of officer time, the
main element in most cases, are not
included in the cost estimate.

The costs of eeT are expected to
become a major issue when white-
collar tendering commences on a
large scale. A survey by the
Association of District eouncils
showed examples of white-collar
contracts which would cost councils
more money than their present in-
house service.
Of the ADe survey respondents,

41 districts gave details of 90 white-
collar areas subject to eeT plans
where the value of the work fell
between £80,000 and £200,000.

eosts of putting services out to ten-
der ranged between £15,000 and
£50,000 (20). These high costs are
particularly important in consider-
ing tendering out of smaller, special-
ist contracts.

Hoping for the best

eeT, combined with cuts in local
government has led to the severe
under resourcing of contracts,
resulting in poor quality services in
many areas.
Local authorities facing financial dif-
ficulties used the opportunity of
eeT as a vehicle for cutting expen-
diture in manual services.
This has had a severe effect on

services since all the manual work
carried out by local authorities is
highly labour intensive and any
reduction in staff and hours has a
direct effect on the quality of ser-
vices provided.

Several authorities have been
forced to re-tender their building
cleaning contracts because of the
underestimation of resources need-
ed.

'Benefits' of re-tendering

The government argues that further
savings can be made from eeT in
local government in subsequent
competition exercises.

However, there is already evi-
dence that where contracts are
renewed, costs increase.
As local authorities become more

dependent on contractors and there
is no in-house service, private com-
panies are in a clearer position of
strength to increase the cost of their
bids.
The initial cost reductions associ-

ated with eeT first time round are



less likely when contracts are
retendered.
Recent research by the London

Business School (ll) shows that the
savings made on refuse collection
contracts disappeared once the con-
tracts were re-negotiated.
The research examined refuse

contracts voluntarily tendered out in
the 1980s, prior to the introduction
of eeT.

It shows that contracting out in
refuse collection resulted in savings
of 20 per cent but only in the first
years of the contract.
By the time the contracts were re-

negotiated, savings were insignifi-
cant. The report also stated that: 'we
believe there is a strong evidence that

under-bidding was taking place, with

a view to obtaining a long-term rela-

tionship with the local authority'.

More than half of those early
contracts were later re-awarded to
the same contractors.
Under-bidding is confirmed in

research by PSPRU (12) which
found that by 1992 seven out of
twelve of the main refuse and
cleansing contractors had made
major losses so far from council
contracts.
A report by the eentre for Public

Services for NALGO (4) also shows
that the value for money argument
used by three London Boroughs,
where competitive tendering has
been carried out since the early 80s,
was largely unfounded and that on
retendering contracts, prices have
gone up.
The result has been that the cost

of some of the services provided in
the boroughs by private contractors
are as high or even higher than if
they were carried ou t by the in-

house workforce, even though there
had been major job losses and cuts
in pay and employment conditions.

Profitability

Under eeT, in most services the
council has to include a 'profit' ele-
ment, or 5 per cent rate of return on
capital in its bid, which it must meet
in every year of the contract.
Yet there is no purpose in public

services making profits. The rate of
return for council services is simply
a device to inflate in-house bids and
assist privatisation.
However - even where the DSO is

the cheapest bidder, it does mean
that local people pay'more for ser-
vices than they would otherwise
have to.
Private contractors operate with a

long term profit motive which is
passed on as a cost to the local
authority and in turn removes
money from the local economy.



Ministers take a callous view of
employment, talking of 'manual
staff savings' when they mean cuts
in jobs, pay and conditions, and
accusing councils of 'cushioning
their work forces from the full force

of competition' (21).

Yetfor council staff, eeT has
been devastating.
In an article extolling the benefits

of eeT, Local Government Minister
Tony Baldry tried to underplay the
effects on employment: 'Competitive

tendering is not about lower
wages ....and where wage rates have

fallen it may be that the Council has

previously been paying over the odds.'

(22)
eeT meets a number of govern-

ment objectives beyond the provi-
sion of services:-
• Weakening public sector trade

union organisation by fragmenting
local authority workforces.
• Increasing the trend to wages

determined by the market and not
by collective bargaining, illustrating
how little people will work for in a
competitive climate with no social
protection.
• Increasing casualisation of

labour. .
• Breaking up the local authori-

ty's role as a 'model employer' in
terms of setting local market stan-
dards.
The ban on the use of contract

compliance in eeT has made local
authorities powerless to ensure that
equal opportunities policies are
adhered to by private contractors.

Pushing down labour costs

Since labour is a substantial element
of most local authority service costs,

4.
The effects on

people and jobs

under competition there is always
pressure to improve productivity to
reduce costs. eeT has led to local
authority workers being employed
in new ways and to cuts in jobs and
hours. DSO employees are expected
to work with greater flexibility
imposed, often less certainty and
security, and increasingly on a simi-
lar basis to the private sector.
The contract culture requires

workers constantly to price them-
selves downwards at regular inter-
vals in order to stay in work, and
prove they are the cheapest labour
in the market. This is what the gov-
ernment calls increasing competi-
tiveness.

'Competition has had a major

impact on employees ..... the most com-

mon changes are reductions in staffing

(56 per cent of cases) and rearranging

hours of work (51 per cent of
cases) ..... the pay bill has been reduced

by changing or abolishing bonus sys-

tems, and other adjustments to the
pattern of work'. (1)

'The result of competition has been

to increase the level of productivity,
largely through staff working harder',

(1)
Under eeT, managers of DSOs

and private contractors have greater
freedom to hire and fire staff and to



impose local terms and conditions
of employment moving away from
national pay and conditions bargain-
ing. For managers, performance
related pay has been introduced
along with other financial incen-
tives. There is also the increasing
use of fixed term contracts. This has
resulted in a steep decline in the role
of local authorities as model
employers.
With competition as the driving

force, insecurity for the workforce is
created leading to increasing pres-
sure on employees to meet perfor-
mance standards and targets. This
can be an extremely negative experi-
ence for staff keen to provide a high
quality service.

Attacking public sector

workers

Underlying eeT is a division
between the quality of employment
and the quality of services, though
in reality the two are inseparable.
Public sector employment practices
are superior in most cases to those
in the private sector. The evidence
of the impact of eeT on local
authority employment bears this
out.
• The combined effect of eeT,

reorganisation of services and bud-
get cuts led to the loss of nearly
167,000 manual jobs (29 per cent of
full-time and 14 per cent of part-
time jobs) in local government
between 1989 and 1993 (13).
The 1993 DoE study (1) estimat-

ed that overall there has been a 12.2
per cent staffing reduction following
competition.
It goes on to state that manual

staff, in particular, have borne the
brunt of changes that have been

made in working methods, pay and
conditions.
• Holiday retainers have been

widely eliminated for school clean-
ers and meals workers by both con-
tractors and local authorities. This
represents a 25 per cent pay cut for
many women.
• Many contractors pay well

below nationally agreed pay rates in
local government. In addition, some
local authorities have abandoned
nationally agreed basic rates in
favour of lower local rates. In
Leicestershire, for example, cleaners
were forced to take a pay cut from
£3.77 per hour to £2.83 (12).
• Staff get fewer holidays, with

private contractors often allowing
only 10 days a year in contrast to
20-25 days in local government.
• There has been a loss of non-

statutory maternity benefits, sick
pay and pensions - these benefits are
virtually non-existent among private
contractors.
• Deteriorating working condi-

tions have been imposed alongside
increased pressure to improve pro-
ductivity.
• Less importance is attached to

the implementation of health and
safety policies in local authorities as
there is increasing pressure to
cheapen the cost of the service.
• Hours have been reduced to

exclude part-time staff from statu-
tory' protection, as well as causing
substantial cuts in wages.
• Overall, employees have lost

accumulated rights - to statutory
protection, maternity provision, and
access to pension schemes, as past
years of service have been wiped out
when contractors take over, even if
the contractor does give them a job.



Recruitment problems

Services are also suffering because
staff have been treated badly under
eeT. Staff have tended to leave
where pay, hours and conditions of
service have been cut and where
huge productivity increases leave
workers unable to meet standards.
This has l~d to the loss of experi-
enced staff from local government,
and this in turn has had an impact
on service quality. High staff
turnover and recruitment problems
result from this.

Casualisation

An increased use of temporary staff
has been a direct result of the cost
pressures emanating from eeT and
budget cuts.
DSOmanagers will employ staff

on temporary contracts to give
themselves more flexibility.
Temporary workers have few
employment rights and no security
of employment.

'Competition has given a major

push towards the casualisation of pub-

lic sector work. There is greater use of
casual staff to cope with peaks and

troughs of work. The conditions of

existing staff have partly been casu-

alised by reducing hours and reducing

the number of weeks worked per

year. .... the tendency is towards a core
staff, with others recruited as and

when needed'. (1)

European protection for

workers

The disarray surrounding the
Transfer of Undertakings
Regulations (TUPE), which stems
from European social legislation,
has presented some opportunities to
improve the prospects for public

sector workers facing competition.
TUPE presents important rights

for local government workers in
terms of protecting terms and condi-
tions of employment and union
recognition.
There is no doubt that TUPE has

brought clearly into focus the true
purpose of competition, and the
incompatability of competition with
the protection of workers, their pay
and their conditions.

'Contractors would be required to

employ all the existing staff on exactly

the same rates of pay, tenns and con-

ditions as they previously enjoyed.

Under these circumstances, competi-

tion would not be viable' John Hall,
Cleaning and Support Services
Association and em 'eompeting for
Quality' eommittee.
Whilst it is important to support

the widespread application of TUPE,
to prevent the 'Dutch auction' of
public service workers to the lowest
bidder, it will not solve the problems
associated with eeT in the long
term:
• TUPE will not stop compulso-

ry competition for public services.
• The benefits of TUPE can be

short lived for those staff trans-
ferred.
• Loopholes can be exploited by

contractors.
• It is unlikely to compensate

retrospectively all workers who have
lost out on their terms and condi-
tions of employment so far under
eeT.
• It only applies where services

are privatised, and so will not assist
those in 'successful' DSOs where
there is no transfer, who lose their
jobs, or have pay and conditions
cut.



Only proper contract compliance
measures, such as exist in most pub-
lic sector contracts in other coun-
tries, or greater statutory protection
for workers, covering security and
earnings, combined with TUPE
could fully protect workers in com-
petition excercises.
eontractors are already manoeu-

vring in order to continue to benefit
from eeT. Some contractors are
cynically seeing TUPE as a price,
rather than an employment, issue.

'Although the main purpose of the

legislation is to protect employees on

the transfer of the business in which
they are employed, in practice the leg-

islation has very little to do with

employee protection. It has more to do
with issues of price. It is possible for a

potential transferee to broadly calcu-

late his maximum legal risk on trans-

fer and price his bid accordingly' (14).
The risks cited and costed include
redundancy and adverse tribunal
rulings.
Other contractors are calling for

longer contract periods so that the
cost of cutting jobs and conditions
can be absorbed and profits main-
tained. Some contractors are arguing
that eeT should be replaced by a
more draconian system with ser-
vices further removed from local
authority control.

Trade union organisation

The loss of trade union organisation
rights and protection is a direct
product of eeT. Trade unions have
been affected by:
• reduced membership;
• weakened and fragmented

trade union organisation;
• reduced local bargaining

strength;

• loss of representation for many
members;
• less consultation over manage-

ment's policies and practices.
Most private contractors are anti-

union and do not recognise trade
unions.
Increasingly, local authorities are

attempting to introduce local bar-
gaining. 'Patterns of negotiation have

changed markedly, with moves away

from national and even local authority

wide agreements' (1)

Fragmentation of the workforce
has resulted: 'Since DSOs are the
major employers of manual staff, the

way they were dealt with had a major

impact on the rest of the authority.

The effect was to create pressure for a

much more fragmented bargaining

structure, with each DSO pursuing its

own line, bound if at all, only by very

general policy considerations' (1).

Role of the local authority as

a major employer

eeT has changed the local authority
as an employer. It tries to force the
council to drop any loyalty to its
workforce in favour of competition
and cheapness. The competitive
council is not supposed to care who
provides its services or what sort of
jobs are created for local people.
eeT has diminished the local

authority'S role in the local economy.
It weakens the local authority -
often the largest local employer - in
setting wage levels and conditions of
service if services are privatised and
wages and conditions are altered
from those nationally and locally
agreed.
eeT makes it more difficult to

retain corporate policies and prac-
tices. For example, the role of per-



sonnel departments is being reduced
and their advice is often considered
an 'overhead' which needs to be
reduced.
In a recent tribunal case involv-

ing North Yorkshire eounty
eouncil, the council argued that it
was right to cut school meals work-
ers' pay by 8 per cent, but not of
their equal pay male 'comparators'
in grounds maintenance because
that was what the market demand-
ed.

Impact on the local economy

The loss of jobs, wage cuts and
reduced benefits has a knock-on
effect on the local economy leading
to reduced spending in shops and
services. It has been estimated that
for every four local authority jobs
lost through contracting out, one
additional job is lost in the local
economy (15).
There are substantial costs asso-

ciated with eeT where jobs have
been lost or conditions cut which
include:
• increased unemployment

payments relating to the loss of jobs;
• loss of national and local tax

revenues;
• cost of special employment

schemes;
• increases in payment of hous-

ing benefit, Family eredit, and other
benefits available to those in low-
paid jobs.
These costs are rarely taken into

account but should be included in
estimating the true costs of eeT.
There are also social costs caused

by the strain on families and indi-
viduals of working within a system
requiring ever greater productivity
and pressure on living standards.

Loss of equal opportunities

During the 1980s many local
authorities improved equal opportu-
nities and presented opportunities
for disadvantaged groups. Much of
the progress made has been cur-
tailed or reversed by eeT and
accompanying changes.
The impact of changes in

employment levels and conditions
on women and ethnic minorities has
been especially severe in eeT and
contracting out since these groups
of employees are heavily concentrat-
ed in council manual services.
Part-time women workers have

suffered reduced pay and condi-
tions, with loss of earnings and
employment rights since many are
now employed on less than 16
hours a week losing rights to statu-
tory sick pay, state pensions, unem-
ployment benefits.
Even provisions to protect dis-

abled employees under eeT have
not been fully utilised because of
budget cuts and the culture of com-
petition, productivity and profit that
eeT has created.
Equal opportunities policies have

often been eroded as DSOs struggle
to meet targets. eon tractors do not
generally have any equal opportuni-
ties policies and since the demise of
contract compliance, there are few
controls local authorities can use in
ensuring that even the most basic
equal opportunities targets are
maintained.
'The development of competition has

also put pressure on equity in employ-

ment conditions, and on the develop-

ment of equalities. DSO managers

often felt that they could not afford to

implement initiatives that they have

developed' (1).



5.
Services on
the slide

'CCT has shaken up service delivery

standards like nothing that we have

seen in recent decades' stated
Secretary of State for the
Environment, Michael Heseltine in
January 1992.

Yet the reality was the more mea-
sured view of Environment Minister
Robert Key who admitted to the
PULSE conference in October 1991
that eeT had only 'brought standards
of work at least equal to those that

had gone before' - and he was speak-
ing of specifications - anticipated
standards, not the reality.
He was also talking averages - in
some cases councils set lower stan-
dards.
The government has constantly

argued that standards improve with
competition. Yet this argument has
never been proved.
The evidence points to increasing

problems for local authorities con-
cerned to maintain and improve ser-
vice standards. eeT has resulted in:
• Services which are limited to

what can be specified and monitored
easily;
• Inflexibility in service provi-

sion;
• Lack of development and

innovation;

• A sterile definition of quality
which largely rests on quality assur-
ance standards and takes little
account of actual service delivery.

'The focus of the British Standards

Institute approach to quality assur-

ance is on the service production
process and system. It does not exam-

ine outcomes. It was argued by some
of those interviewed that the impact of

quality assurance could be to institu-

tionalise poor service' (1).

Quality of services declines

Although local authorities may spec-
ify the same standards as operated
before in eeT contracts, the experi-
ence in manual services since 1988
has shown that the quality of ser-
vices is not improved by competi-
tion. Where budgets are tight and
monetary considerations uppermost
in the evaluation of tenders, there is
inevitably a conflict between cost
and quality.
Where work has been privatised,

contractors will always look for
ways to maximise profits and cut
corners. Work is often performed by
less skilled and inexperienced staff.
eeT encourages minimum quality
standards rather than quality
improvements.
Supporters of eeT argue that it is

not important who provides the ser-
vice so long as the quality of service
is maintained and that the private
sector can match the quality of ser-
vice achieved by local authorities.
But the evidence against this is clear.
Analysis of over 5,000 local govern-
ment and health service contracts
(12) has shown the extent of poor
quality privatised services:
• One in ten of all contracts



awarded to private contractors have
been terminated.
• 23 per cent of contracts

awarded to private contractors have
suffered problems.

Competition does the harm

Some DSOs have also suffered from
inexperience in competitive bidding
and problems of performance and
quality of service delivery. Whoever
wins, it is eeT that does the damage
to services.
In a survey of 150 schools carried

out by the Audit eommission in a
sample of authorities, 'significant dis-

satisfaction' was revealed with the
provision of services such as clean-
ing, ground maintenance and cater-
ing (3). Nearly a third of respon-
dents felt that the contract met their
needs 'badly' or 'not very well'.
In another study (16) on the

impact of Local Management of
Schools over a quarter of headteach-
ers judged the site management ser-
vices to be 'very poor' or 'poor'. The
complaints covered:
• service specifications which

did not reflect their wishes;
• specifications were right but

service not actually being delivered;
• problems compounded by an

inability to get the problem put
right.
The report stated that these prob-

lems are not confined to schools and
'similar statements were made to the

study team by officers in other depart-
ments'. As the Audit eommission
points out, all these problems are
about service delivery and have been
highlighted by eeT, although the
eommission avoids concluding that
eeT is the problem and blames
councils instead.

Problems in the building cleaning
service are confirmed in the recent
DoE study which found that stan-
dards were not being achieved in
about a third of cases (1).

Specifying social objectives

The government has argued that the
market and eeT will lead to better
defined services and incentives to
achieve standards. However, for
contractors the incentive is profit
and this conflicts with the social
objectives of local authorities.
Broader social objectives are

meaningless unless councils can
specify qualitative criteria clearly,
incorporate them in a contract and
then monitor and enforce them
effectively.
eontractors have no interest in

an agenda where equality issues and
the needs of different groups in the
community are taken into account
in policy making and decisions
about service delivery.

Contract failures

The government equates competi-
tion and the involvement of the pri-
vate sector with improvements in
quality. But the opposite is true
when problems with contracts are
analysed.
eontract failures usually occur

when service provision has deterio-
rated over a long period and finan-
cial penalties have occurred, taking
up substantial local authority time
and resources.
The Public Service Privatisation

Research Unit estimated in 1992
that the failure rate of eeT con-
tracts held by private contractors
was four and a half times higher
than for contracts held by the in-



house workforce in local govern-
ment. Where DSOs have been under
increasing pressure to work to tight
specifications with declining bud-
gets, some problems have arisen
with service delivery and, in some
cases, contracts have been
retendered.
Problems in most contracts are

blamed on falling standards and a
drop in the quality of the service. A
PSPRU survey in March 1991
showed that Britain's schools were
experiencing severe problems with
the standards and reliability of
cleaning. Half of all contracts under-
taken by private companies had
been problematic and over 20 per
cent had been terminated.
More recently, the DoE study

(see table below) found that three
out of four contracts had suffered
from a 'noticeable failure to perform'
(1). It is clear from these figures that
competition itself has caused the
problems in service delivery and
performance. It is, however, notice-
able that failure is most common in
those services where the highest lev-
els of competition and contracting
out has occured.
Building cleaning and grounds

maintenance -- the services with the
highest failures - have been particu-

Cases stating that there had been
noticeable failure to perform

Refuse collection
Street cleaning
Building cleaning
Catering
School and welfare catering
Vehicle maintenance
Grounds maintenance

Total

72%
78%
96%
48%
55%
67%
880/0

78%

lady vulnerable to competition, low
wages, and problems of recruitment.
The most common failures iden-

tified in the DoE study (1) were:
• poor standards of work;
• incomplete work;
• failure to complete work on

time.
Once contracts are awarded, fail-

ure to perform rarely leads to penal-
ties as the following figures illus-
trate.
A recent LGMB (17) survey

report showed that only eight per
cent of private sector contracts and
six per cent of DSO contracts have
been subject to financial defaults or
have had payments withheld. This
does not represent good value for
money since councils are paying
contractors for services they are not
getting.
What terminations, failures and

company liquidation mean for local
people is rubbish on the streets,
dirty schools, and overgrown parks.

Changes in service delivery

eeT is linked to the consumerisa-
tion of services with users being
treated merely as individual
receivers of service rather than col-
lective groups with differing needs.
This has resulted in:
• standardisation of services;
• loss of initiative and innova-

tion;
• loss of democratic responsibil-

ity;
• lack of development and

strategic planning;
• lack of flexibility to respond

to new and changing user needs;
• fragmented services provided

by an increasingly diverse range of
unaccountable organisations and



companies.

Access to services

eeT has changed the relationship
between the local authority and
local people by pushing the level of
accountability and responsiveness
further away from service users.
Privatised services are more inac-

cessible to service users. Users have
no direct contact with contractors.
While local authorities rightly

remain responsible, those with com-
plaints want to be able to deal
directly with those who actually do
the job. That is not possible with
private contractors. Local authority
complaints procedures are largely
irrelevant if the service is operated
by a private contractor.
eon tract conditions usually mean

that contractors can refuse to make
any changes that are not in the con-
tract. This inflexibility curtails the
access of service users even further.
eompetition does not give choice

to individual users. Once a contract
has been awarded under eeT, the
chances for users to influence the
contract are minimised for several
years - until the contract is put out
to tender again, particularly where
services are privatised.
Once a contract has been award-

ed to a private firm, the constraints
on the power of the local authority
undermine any freedom of choice
for local people.
eeT has generally involved very

little consultation with service users
and little assessment of the needs of
different groups in local communi-
ties.

Inadequate monitoring

Local authorities have the right to

monitor contractors to ensure that
service standards are maintained.
According to ministers, the contract
system allows for performance to be
'monitored in a much more systematic

way Poor or unfinished work can no

longer be hidden.'(22)

However, that does not necces-
sarily stop it occuring. As shown
earlier 'poor and unfinished work'
are the very reasons given for an
average of 78% of contracts failing
to perform, according to the DoE's
own research.
eouncils have little power to deal

with the service delivery problems
caused by eeT, even where they are
identified. Withholding payments or
claiming defaults carries little threat,
particularly as many private con-
tractors budget for a level of failures.
The costs of re-tendering to resolve
problems can also be prohibitive to
councils.
Few authorities have allocated

sufficient resources or developed
efficient systems for effective con-
tract monitoring.
Yet although monitoring is inade-

quate, client side costs remain high.
In an Audit eommission survey (3),
it was found that average costs of
the client side ranged from 1.1 per
cent for education and welfare cater-
ing to 12.5 per cent for vehicle
main tenance.

Where there is direct labour,
contract supervision duplicates
proper staff supervision. Elsewhere,
the costs incurred are purely a prod-
uct of contracting out. At an average
of 8.2 per cent across all services,
this element of the cost of the ser-
vice is largely unproductive and is
contributes nothing to actual service
delivery.

--



6.
'Enabling' - a
bleak future

The enabling concept - a phrase
coined by government - is being
pursued by some authorities,
encouraged by the Audit
eommission.

It is based on the widespread intro-
duction of eeT, privatisation and
contracting out (18). According to
the government's 1991 consultation
paper on internal management in
local government:- 'The ability to

manage large numbers of directly

employed staff is becoming less impor-

tant than the ability to set up and

oversee contractual arrangements.'

The government's enabling coun-
cil is founded on the following prin-
ciples:
• acceptance that competition is

a good thing;
• market forces are the most

appropriate way to allocate
resources;
• management by cost limit,

irrespective of need;
• bus-iness criteria such as crude

assessments of value on only mone-
tary terms, profit ratios, and increas-
ing productivity;
• a view that it does not matter

who delivers the service because the
contract can be enforced to secure
objectives;

• employment conditions are
not related to quality of service;
• local authorities should have

no social role in employment mat-
ters.
'Enabling' means that the prob-

lems associated with eeT are mag-
nified:
• contracting out and privatisa-

tion is increasingly used as a means
of centralising control, achieving
productivity increases and making
cuts;
• the break up of local govern-

ment as a valued institution is accel-
erated;

• control of services, their qual-
ity and development becomes even
harder;
• there is further reduction in

democratic control and accountabil-
ity to local people;
• many of the costs of preparing

for contracting out are ignored;
• there is continued break-up of

trade union organisation through
the fragmentation of the workforce
into different contracts and employ-
ers;
• the break-up of national pay

and other trade union bargaining is
accelerated.
The combined impact of these

moves could lead to more fragment-
ed, fewer and poorer quality services
eventually leaving local authorities
with the rump of services private
contractors do not want.
As eeT, financial pressure and

ideological pressure push local gov-
ernment towards the 'enabling
council', it is rarely asked whether it
is local people, voters or service
users who are 'enabled' by these
changes.



The analysis contained in this pam-
phlet shows that there is a clear
need to develop alternative models
for local government. The continu-
ation of eCT under the present
regime will further damage council
services with severe consequences
for the future.

An alternative model needs to build
on the existing strengths of local
government and develop new ideas
to address its weaknesses.
For more effective and demo-

cratic services the following public
service principles should be adopt-
ed:
• Service quality targets for all

services.
• Regular service reviews look-

ing at quality of employment, finan-
cial performance, and implementa-
tion of corporate and service-related
policies.
• Development of a best practice

approach which is based on quality
specifications, stringent contract
conditions and effective contract
compliance where services are pro-
vided by the private sector.
• Proper management structures

for services which take account of
needs, resources, costs, employ-
ment; quality and development,
rather than artificial structures suit-
able only for competition and pri-
vatisation.
• Social audits examining the

public costs of policies and their
social and environmental impacts.
• Value for money criteria that

go beyond cheapness and cost.
• Openness, accountability and

responsiveness in the workings of
the council.
• Services which are provided by

7.
The need for an

alternative

staff who are fully trained, properly
paid, properly valued and support-
ed, and who can use their skills and
experience in improving and devel-
oping services.
Such an alternative is part of an

agenda that gives local authorities
greater powers over their finances -
their spending, their budgets and
the raising of their revenue. It would
give them the ability to represent
their communities, to government
and beyond to Europe. It would
allow them to respond to the needs
and demands of their local commu-
nities with a power of general com-
petance.
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Compulsory Competitive Tendering has been the major force behind the re-

structuring of local government. It has consumed councillors, officers, and pre-

cious resources at a time when local democracy and local services could ill
afford them.

More competition is to be imposed on local government and the civil service.

But the record of CCT is highly questionable. The claims of the government are

not always supported by the facts. CCT On The Record looks at a variety of

sources to establish the real picture.

• Councils have reviewed services and published standards - but to
meet the needs of CCT, not local people;
• CCT itself has not led to major savings - but it has facilitated cuts;
• CCT has not improved service quality;
• Control of services has been shifted away from elected councillors;
• CCT is costly to set up and run;
• CCT has caused major job losses and cuts in wages and condi-
tions;
• CCT has particularly hit women workers and is creating a low
paid, casualised workforce.

The future of public services and the way that they are run is very much an

issue of the 1990s. If the debate is to encompass the experiences of local govern-

ment, then CCT should be judged - On The Record.
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